Dear Sir or Madam,
I am writing to express my horror at the steady unraveling of girls and women's rights in America due to the fact that institutions small and large have been captured by the pharma backed so-called "trans" lobby.
Children across this country are being encouraged to believe that they can transform themselves into other sexed beings. There is growing international awareness that children have become embroiled in a massive social experiment that has little scientific backing. Girls and women will and are paying the price for this myth-making and profit-making. Girls and women deserve safe guarding and protection. They deserve to be able to compete against other females, and not boys with physical advantages. You are opening up a horrendous pandora's box (for all children) if you seek to push this pharma backed religion on Americans. If the Biden Administration tears down protections for girls and obliterates their right to compete against their physical peers I will absolutely abandon the Democratic party. This madness has to stop.
M. Landriscin